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DEAN STUDENT WELFARE OFFICE

CULTIVATING A POSITIVE MINDSET: A WORKSHOP



ABOUT

The wellness Team of MNIT Jaipur under the Dean Student Welfare
Office organized a workshop for the undergraduate students of Swami
Keshvanand Institute of Technology to promote awareness about
mental health and wellbeing. The workshop was conducted on 12th of
April 2023 from 12.30 pm to 3.00 pm.

TEAM

DR. RITIKA MAHAJAN (FACULTY)
PRAKASH (2022PBM5014)
MANSI SHRESHTHA (2022PBM5036)
MONICA SAREEN (2021RBM9042)
NISHANK (2022PBM5039)
SEBIN (2021PBM5049)
SUBAKARAN SAIPRASANNA (2021UEC1009)



PURPOSE
To create awareness  about the importance of mental health
To provide a safe space to the students to share their problems
To relieve students of their stress due to day-to-day problems
To teach better self-care routines for the wellbeing of students

PROCEEDINGS

INTRODUCTION: The Team was introduced and an overview of
the event was given to the students.

PRELUDE: Myths about mental health were busted.

ACTIVITY 1: A balloon was given to each student and they were
asked to blow it up, and they were instructed to keep the
balloon in the air with a few commands. This activity showed
that the students  the significance of focus, concentration and
physical activity. It brought laughter and smiles and broke the
ice.

ACTIVITY 2: This activity was called "self-care bingo" where
the student had to pick a row or column of self-care examples
that they perform and explain how they performed them. This
activity helped the students open up and set examples for the
others to perform self-care activities.

ACTIVITY 3: This activity was a social experiment, where the
students disclosed their fears and problems. The students
were also called upon on stage to address these problems. It
was an anonymous activity helping students to open up and
seek solutions to their issues and problems.

CLOSING: An open house was held where the students asked
questions. The event was concluded with a vote of thanks.





FEEDBACK

"The session was great
"I felt a lot of happiness after this session .
It's a positive goodness."
"Talk about the general issues that
everyone is facing ."
"We enjoyed activities and learnt most of
the things related to our life."
"The session is very good and interesting."
"The energy of the speaker and the
relevance of the content was great."
"The energy of the speaker and the
relevance of the content."
"session helped me out to solve my
intrusive thoughts."
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Total 73 responses were recorded, few selected responses are show above. 


